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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Endings –ed, -ing 

 Base Words, Endings –er, -est 

 Suffixes –or, -er, -ist, -ive, -ness 

 Compound Words 

 

PBA Task              Write a Biographical Spotlight    

Informative/Explanatory    

Students will complete a short investigative project about a scientist or 

researcher who has made a difference. They will conduct research and 

use that information to write a biographical spotlight. (DOK L2) 

Students will: 

 clearly introduce the subject of the biography. 

 develop a main idea statement about their subject. 

 include facts and details explaining the highlights of life and work. 

 organize information logically and clearly link ideas using transition 

words and phrases. 

 provide an effective concluding statement.      
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Compound Words 

 Synonyms, Antonyms 

 Prefixes un-, in- 

 Words from Other Languages 

 

 

 

 

 

PBA Description              Create an Infographic    

Informative/Explanatory Task  

Students will conduct a short investigative project on an animal of their 

choice and create an infographic that indicates the key features of the 

animal. Then they will write a supporting introduction and conclusion telling 

more about the animal. (DOK L2) 

Students will:  

 Analyze the infographics in the texts they read. 

 Research the key features of the animal they chose. 

 Clearly introduce their topic and use an infographic to aid 

comprehension. 

 Develop the topic with facts, concrete details, and domain specific 

vocabulary. Provide a brief conclusion to sum up information. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Latin Prefixes dis-, re-, non- 

 Compound Words 

 Suffix –ly 

 Unknown words 

 

 

 

 

PBA Description            Write a Tall Tale     

Narrative Task:  

Students will write a tall tale that includes an element of nature and 

displays the characteristics of the genre: Larger-than-life characters, 

a problem solved in a humorous way, and exaggeration of characters and 

events. (DOK L4) 

Students will:  

 establish a situation that introduces the narrator and/or 

characters.  

 organize a clear sequence of events using transition words and 

phrases. Use dialogue, description, and sensory details 

 provide a conclusion that makes sense on the event of the tale. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Words from Latin 

 Greek Roots 

 Related Words 

 Latin Roots struct, scrib, scrip 

  

PBA Description       Write About Native American Cultures     

Opinion Task  

Students will think about the various Native American cultures they read 

about. They will then write an opinion essay explaining in which group they 

would have liked to grow up. (DOK L4) 

 

Students will:  

 introduce the topic and state their opinion. 

 provide reasons for their opinion and use text evidence to support them. 

 provide a conclusion that restates their opinion. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Multiple-Meaning Words 

 Suffixes –ion, -ist, -ism 

 Latin Roots aqua, dict 

 Prefixes im-, in- 

  

 

o  

 

 

PBA Description       Identify Effective Writing 

Opinion Task  

Students will analyze two of the texts they have read in this module-

Earthquakes and Quake! - and state and support an opinion about which 

text more effectively portrays the impact of earthquakes on human 

beings. (DOK L3) 

Students will:  

 introduce the topic and state their opinion. 

 create a clear organizational structure. 

 provide reasons that are supported by evidence from the texts. 

 use linking words to connect their reasons to their opinion. 

 provide a conclusion that summarizes their opinion. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis 

Skills: 

 Greek and Latin Prefixes 

trans-, tele- 

 Greek Prefixes amphi-, anti- 

 Antonyms, Synonyms 

 Words from French 

 Suffixes –ous, -able, -ible 

 

 

PBA Description             Write a News Report 

Informative/Explanatory Task  

Have students choose a natural event to research (for example, a 

hurricane, flood, eruption). They will write a news report that explains the 

effects of the natural event on both living things and on Earth. (DOK L4)  

Students will:  

 introduce the topic clearly. Group related information into 

paragraphs with headings. 

 include illustration and other visuals or multimedia, when appropriate 

to support their writing. 

 link ideas using words and phrases such as another, for example, also, 

and because. Use precise and domain-specific vocabulary. 

 provide a strong conclusion. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Related words 

 Suffix –ion 

 Words from German 

 Homographs 

 

 

PBA Description            Write a Short Story 

Narrative Task  

Students will write a short story about a character who solves a problem 

or overcomes a challenge with an innovative solution. (DOK L4) 

Students will:  

 establish a situation, introduce the narrator and/or characters and 

organize a logical sequence of events. 

 use dialogue to develop events and show the response of characters 

to situations. 

 use a variety of transition words and phrases to manage sequence of 

events. 

 use specific sensory details to describe experiences and events. 

 provide an effective conclusion that follows from the narrated 

events. 
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Fourth Grade Word Analysis Skills: 

 Latin Roots gener, port, dur, ject 

 Words from French 

 Homographs 

 

 

 

 

PBA Description            Write About Innovations  

Opinion Task  

As a class, brainstorm as list of technology-related innovations that have 

impacted the economy and changed the way people do things (TV, ATMs, 

Cell phones). Students will choose one innovation that they feel has had 

the greatest impact on people’s daily lives. Students will state and support 

their opinion. (DOK L4) 

Students will: 

 introduce the topic clearly and state their opinion. 

 create an organizational structure that supports their opinion. 

 provide reasons that are supported by facts and details. 

 use linking words and phrases such as for instance, in order to, and 

because to connect their reasons to their opinion. 

 provide a conclusion that summarizes their opinion. 
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